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ABSTRACT 

 

Bicycles provide a convenient means for curbing the growing challenge of traffic congestion and pollution in 

cities. Steel bicycles are available in India in millions. However, as production of steel is a polluting process, 

replacing it with greener version has occupied the minds of researchers all over the world. In this respect, 

bamboo seems to be a viable substitute to steel in making of bicycle frames. Bamboo frame bicycles are lighter 

than steel frame bicycle, have aesthetic looks, are more environment-friendly, and can potentially be cheaper 

than steel frame bicycles. This paper reports our attempt to design and fabricate a bamboo bicycle. Special 

jointing technique was developed to attach the bamboo poles. Tests showed that the bicycle actually could 

withstand various rides in smooth and bumby roads. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

Bicycles provide a convenient means for 

curbing the growing challenge of traffic congestion in 

cities. They also provide rural communities with 

better access to markets and services. They do not 

consume fossil fuels and do not add to the pollution 

in cities. Moreover, pedalling is commonly 

considered to be a good exercise. Bicycles can play 

an important role towards a healthier and better life. 

Steel bicycles are available in India in millions. They 

are sturdy, and the simple types are not so expensive. 

But, they are quite heavy and not very cheap for low-

income people.  

Moreover, mining of iron and processing it 

into bicycle frames has shown to have a negative 

impact on the environment. Bamboo-frame bicycles 

seem to solve these issues of steel-frame bicycles. 

Bamboo is an important plant.  

It is part and parcel of the life of hundreds of 

millions of people in South and East Asia, Central 

and West Africa, and South America. It is strong, 

cheap, and eco-friendly, and has traditionally been 

used for building construction, artwork, medicine, 

food, etc. Bamboo has been in use for bicycle 

construction since 19
th

 century [[1]]. But it has never 

achieved wide acceptance till date. However, in the 

last two decades many bicycle manufacturers in the 

world have started showing interest in bamboo 

bicycles [0-0]. 

The present paper reports about project 

designingt and fabricated a bamboo bicycle. The 

reason for use of bamboo was to make a more eco-

friendly as well as economical version of the 

available steel-frame bicycles.  

This comes along with the fact that bamboo is 

a very good shock-absorber, has very high strength 

[0], and is easily available in India at low cost. Unlike 

other trees, bamboo grows rapidly and can be 

harvested within 3 to 4 years after plantation [0].  

It also has a low carbon footprint [0]. 

Therefore, bamboo is considered a very viable 

alternative to wood or metals from financial as well 

as ecological perspectives. The design requirements 

we chose for our bicycles were as follows: 

 Touring type bicycle for use by Indian adults 

 Sufficiently strong to withstand bumpy roads 

 To use bamboos grown in India 

 Low weight 

 Low cost 
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2.0 Methodology 

 

2.1 Material selection 

There are very few species of bamboo poles 

commerically available in Delhi markets. A bamboo 

type with small diameter was selected and  two types 

of this bamboo as thicker (28mm outside diameter) 

and thinner (18mm outside diameter). The bamboos 

was chemically treated against insect and fungi. 

 

2.2 Dimensions 

Frame dimensions are shown in figure 1 from 

a good existing steel bicycle, a touring bicycle from 

Roberts Bicycles, New York. 

 

Fig 1: Dimensions of the a Touring Bicycle by 

Roberts Bicycles [0] 

 

 
 

2.3 Developing the joining method 

The bicycle frame consists of straight bamboo 

pieces connected to each other via suitable joints. 

There are many methods to join bamboo pieces with 

the help of bolts, nuts, ropes, glues, etc. [0]. Some of 

these techniques tested the joints for strength. Joints 

having glue (fevicol) and bolt and nuts failed and 

finaly we made a clamp-type joint in which steel 

pipes were welded to each other and bamboo pieces 

were clamped in them  as shown in figure 2. 

 

Fig 2: The Bush and Clamp Joining System 

 

 

2.4 Fabrication 

As mentioned  a C-type bush piping system 

was used i.e. 29mm OD for thick bamboos and 19mm 

OD for thin bamboos. In areas where standard bicycle 

parts needed to be fitted, used metal inserts. Then, 

clamps were fitted on bushes to tighten them and 

make a stronger grip on bamboos. After that, a 

drilling machine was used to make a hole of 3mm in 

each bush for inserting a bolt to hold the bamboo 

pieces and not let them come off the bush. As the 

next step, M-seal glue was applied at the joints to 

make a good texture as well as to protect them from 

humidity and dust. In the end, all the joints were 

coated with teflon tape and then painted with skin-

color acrylic spray paint. Similarly, the bamboo piece 

polished with lacquer protect them from moisture. 

 

 
 

Fig 3(a): The Frame Before Coating 

 

 
 

Fig 3(b): After Coating the Joints 
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The frame was made and then bought the other 

parts such as tires, front handle, pedals, etc. from the 

market.  

For assembling the parts to the frame, we had 

already chosen bushes with appropriate sizes.  

After two weeks to fit all the parts and 

adjusting them for smooth running of the bicycle. 

 

Fig 4: Our Bamboo Bicycle Ready for Riding 

 

 
 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

 

The final product is shown in figure 4.  It was 

tested by riding it in the vicinity of the University for 

2-3 kilometers and rode it on uneven roads and made 

it jump on speed breakers. It survived the test and we 

found it comfortable.  

The cost of the project was Rs. 6000. In case 

of mass manufacturing this bicycle, it can be sold in 

the Indian market at around Rs. 2500.  

The originality of product is in using Indian 

bamboo and having developed a clamp joining 

system using nut & bolts for joining of bamboo 

pieces. 

The bicycle is light (9.5 kg), has good looks, 

and is cheap. The durability of this cycle depends on 

the way we coat the bamboo (for protection against 

environmental conditions), as well as the quality and 

strength of the joint.  

Considering the coating method we have used, 

we can expect 2-2.5 years of life for our bicycle. The 

future work should focus on increasing this lifetime 

to 5 to 7 years. 

 

4.0 Conclusion 

 

A light-weigth, cheap bamboo bicycle using 

Indian bamboos tested and it is possible to improve it 

further and introduce it in the Indian market.  

This can be a step towards a cleaner and 

greener environment and better future. 
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